
Digital Debt Gateway
A secure self-service debt recovery 
platform for the public sector



In a time of economic challenge, the need for the public sector to recoup outstanding 
debt is more important than ever.

For example, according to statistics released by the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities & Local Government*, on 31 March 2018, total cumulative council 
tax still outstanding amounted to £3 billion, whilst total non-domestic rates still 
outstanding amounted to £1.3 billion. 

Processes to recover such debt can be resource-heavy. However, like any 
operational process, there are advancements in the use of technology, data and 
analytics that can deliver improvements in debt recovery over and above what 
might be done today. 

When these result in the recovery of more outstanding debt, in a quick and efficient 
manner, then the money can be used to support and enhance the provision of local 
services. 

Digital Debt Gateway 
is a secure, online 
self-service platform 
designed to provide 
the public sector with 
a comprehensive 
debt recovery service 
that is easy to use, 
with no costly IT 
integration. Digital Debt Gateway is a secure, online self-service platform that provides a quick 

and easy way of accessing a full debt recovery management service with no costly 
IT integration, operational overheads or time-consuming contractual process.  

It has been purpose-built by Indesser, a joint venture between the Cabinet Office 
and TDX Group (the UK’s leading intermediary practitioner in debt recovery).

The service can help with the recovery of both consumer and commercial debt, 
including council tax, non-domestic rates, overpayment of benefits, and other 
sundry debt such as parking fines. It provides a tried and tested approach to fair 
and effective debt recovery.

No set up costs

Economies of scale

Increased liquidation

Security and stability

Our expertise

Our easy-to-use self-service platform has no set up costs and simplifies the
on-boarding process, providing fast and direct access to a recoveries
management service

The service enables organisations with smaller debt books to use their 
amalgamated scale to access full recoveries management cost efficiently

Optimised performance using principles founded on a “treating customers fairly” 
philosophy£
All information exchanges are completely audited and backed by ISO 22301, 
9001 and 27001 certification

We will define portfolio level segmentation, treatment paths, DCA selection, 
performance and compliance management

Digital Debt Gateway offers some key benefits



An efficient flow of data, offering access to effective debt recovery in 
a simple five step process

1 Simply upload all your debt 
that needs to be recovered, 
no matter how large or small, 
into the website using a 
standard file format.

2 All supplied files are checked 
ensuring that any duplication 
or data quality issues 
are identified early in the 
process. The verified data 
is then enriched to provide 
a more comprehensive 
understanding of the debt.

3 Segmentation and strategy 
allocation is defined and 
executed at the portfolio level 
based on the enriched data.

4 Specialist Debt Collection 
Agencies (DCAs) are passed 
the debt - they then work 
the accounts and provide 
regular updates. All payments 
received from the DCAs 
are consolidated into one 
payment that Indesser 
returns to you on a weekly 
basis.

5 Authorised personnel 
can log in and check the 
account status and what 
activity has been undertaken 
on accounts, review 
management information and 
interact directly with DCAs to 
raise and resolve any queries.



With extensive experience in the recovery of debt, we understand the challenges that public sector organisations face. We 
recognise the importance of treating customers fairly when looking to recover debt and the need to implement tailored 
and focussed treatment strategies that are mindful of the personal and financial circumstances of individuals as well as any 
element of vulnerability that they may have. Similarly, the recovery of ‘commercial debt’ (such as non-domestic rates) requires 
the deployment of different treatment strategies; a ‘one size fits all’ approach simply will not do.

By using our industry knowledge, dedicated analytical team and technical expertise we have created a service that enables the 
recovery of outstanding debt in a seamless, fair and efficient manner. We are committed to maintaining the effectiveness of 
the service through regular reviews of how the supplied debt is performing, enabling us to optimise the treatment strategies. 

Our panel of tried and tested debt collection agencies are all regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and have been 
vigorously vetted prior to appointment. Furthermore, they are continuously monitored and audited by Indesser to ensure that 
they provide the best possible level of service and results.

Indesser is a business jointly owned by by the Government and TDX Group. Digital Debt Gateway is available via the 
Indesser Framework, avoiding the need for lengthy procurement processes.

Indesser is a trading name of Integrated Debt Services Ltd. Registered in England 
and Wales with company no. 09309759 and VAT no. GB 213 8421 34.  
Registered address: Capital House, 25 Chapel Street, London NW1 5DS

*Source: Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government: Collection rates 
and receipts of council tax and non-domestic rates in England 2017-18 – revised – 
21 September 2018.

For more information on Digital Debt Gateway, or to book a demo, 
please email info@indesser.com

“Establishing this company is 
an innovative approach which 
will build a sustainable and 
world-class recovery service 
for the public sector, and 
intelligently tackle a complex 
problem.”

Operational expertise and 
insight built from placing and 
managing debt for over 10 years.

Founded in 2015, following a 
competitive tender process run 
by HMG.

Deliver improved returns by 
using data, insight and the best 
specialist suppliers in the market.

Tackling debt owed to 
government

UK’s leading intermediary 
practitioner in debt recovery

Single point of access to private 
sector debt recovery services

Our experience and expertise


